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Outline
Original abstract:

(When) can we distinguish early Iranian writing from early 
Mesopotamian writing?

Can we isolate distinct writing phases in proto-Elamite?

Can we verify Meriggi‘s proposal of the existence of restricted 
„vocabularies“ in proto-Elamite?

Can we use what we know about the proto-Elamite writing system to 
say something about early Iran?
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semantic decipherment in progress

nested pseudo-syllabary?
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Preliminary Results: Ripe with problems

Proto-Elamite Absolute Chronology
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Summary
Original abstract:

(When) can we distinguish early Iranian writing from early 
Mesopotamian writing?

Can we isolate distinct writing phases in proto-Elamite?

Can we verify Meriggi‘s proposal of the existence of restricted 
„vocabularies“ in proto-Elamite?

Can we use what we know about the proto-Elamite writing system to 
say something about early Iran?


